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WELCOME
Hello everyone. This week to sit alongside the articles for your
reading I thought I’d include a map showing the schools in the area
that are joining in with the creating and sharing of resources. It’s
impressive how many of our local schools are seeing the benefit of
this ‘new’ way of working.
Every time I watch a STREAM video recorded by a teacher in our
local area and think of the potential difference that one person
could be making to some else nearby, I am filled with pride that
we’re doing this. It’s great!
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Thank you to all who have recorded their voice onto a PowerPoint
and sent it to me to share. You’re very brave and very talented.
Thank you to those who have watched it and sent a message of
appreciation. You’re very kind.
Thank you to the Heads that are passing this Newsletter to their staff
as a matter of course and encouraging their staff to watch some
videos and then reciprocate by sharing one back.
This week you’ll see a really interesting map of who we’re working
with and also you’ll find the programme for June and
July.
Please get in touch to book and remember that it’s ALL
FREE!!!
Jonathan Chapman
Head of Wonder Training School

www.learningpartnership.education
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Our learning community in the East Riding
Here is a map showing all of the
schools who have engaged in training
and events this last half term! It’s a
vibrant community of sharing.

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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An offer...
Would anyone in the area be interested in setting up a Wellbeing and Mental Health
Hub?
This could be an opportunity for teachers with interests in Wellbeing and Mental Health, or a nominated
member of staff from within school, to join with others across the area to share ideas and strategies to deal with
this significant topic.

Here’s a message from Samantha to consider:
I am Samantha, Care & Achievement Coordinator for Year 7 at Woldgate School. I
have been working with students and young people for over 9 years and have seen
the positive impact that targeted intervention at the right time can make to the
outcomes of a young person.
In my previous role I launched a good practice sharing hub to support staff working
in pastoral roles to get together to share experiences and good practice, as well as
offer support and guidance to each other; sharing ideas that can be added to our
arsenal of skills to help make a difference in school and share experiences to relieve
the pressures of challenging role.
The creation of a Wellbeing and Mental Health Hub will provide an opportunity to
discuss and reflect upon our current practice to establish what works as well and what shows little benefit or
improvement for students’ outcomes, to improve techniques and practice when working with students, and
review the current recommendations from the EEF.
By working together we can ensure that all students across the year groups and sites have the same access to
quality support for their wellbeing and mental health.

...if you’re interested in starting a conversation about leading/developing the wellbeing of staff and children then please contact Jonathan on the links below.

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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FUNDING
Where to start the search

Carl Duck
Funding Manager at
Hornsea Nurser y School

As Funding Manager at Hornsea Nursery School I have spent the last seven years understanding the
complexities of schools; from the enormous challenges faced by a Headteacher on a daily basis; the role of
the Governing Body; the School Business Management function; the aspirations of teaching staff; the needs of
the children; the needs of the parents; the role that volunteers can play in the school and the socio/economic/
environmental/cultural issues impacting on the local community.
I have taken in all this information, thought about it, thought about it some more, had numerous cups of tea
and then presented a range of ideas to the Headteacher and then said –

“I know a place we can apply for funding to support us to do that….”

The Basic Principles
My advice to any school that is looking for funding is to, as they say in local authorities, secure the ‘low hanging
fruit’ – whatever that means in English. My interpretation of it is to start out by securing funding that is straight
forward, relatively quick and low risk. This week - Awards for All.

National lottery – Awards for All
https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/programmes/
national-lottery-awards-for-all-england

Applying for one of these grants is
probably the easiest way to start.
The key thing to remember is the
following - schools can apply as long
as the project benefits and involves
the communities around the school.

Up to £10,000 of funding available per application
Decision within three months (normally – can be quicker)
One application per year (you can re-apply immediately if you
are unsuccessful)
Success rating – 8 out of 10
		
(a good chance you will be successful)

Awards for All do not allow you to
apply for funding for sports activities
and they will not fund general
applications for ICT equipment
or resources that a school has a
statutory responsibility for supplying
– this is often why applications are
rejected.

Where Awards for All will be
supportive is where schools work in
partnership with the local community to deliver activities. These activities can take place in school or they can
be located on school grounds, but providing opportunities for the community to become engaged is important.
Awards for All also likes the community to a voice in the application. You need to demonstrate that there is a
need for the activity or resources and that the community will benefit.
The application form itself is online and asks for some general information. The sections which take the longest
are those which ask about the project; how the projects links to the objectives of Awards for All and you know
there is a need locally. In total these three sections are 900 words.
Finally, you need a bank account and a Bank Statement from the past two months to add as a PDF to the form.

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Ideas for Awards for All Applications
I think that if you are interested in this funding you could utilise it for some of the following general themes:

∞

Developing outdoor area which might involve volunteers to support children

∞

Developing quiet spaces for children or families to use on site

∞

To support low level mental health interventions

∞

Cookery projects

∞

Gardening and allotments

∞

Reading projects

∞

Intergenerational projects

∞

Projects that promote inclusion

∞

Post Covid community support

∞

ICT projects where there is a level of community involvement

∞

Developing and supporting volunteering

The WONDER Training School
has a dedicated Teaching and
Learning Twitter feed at
@thewonderlp

I hope that this helps.
Carl Duck
Funding Manager, Hornsea Nursery School
duckc@hornseanursery.co.uk

We would like to start
sharing examples of excellent
Teaching and Learning practice
in our schools.
If you have a particular strategy
that is useful; an example of
where you have applied research
to your own practice; or
examples of resources or work
that demonstrate the impact
of your teaching,
please forward to:
jchapman
@learningpartnership.education

We look forward to
receiving your
fantastic ideas!

5
MINUTE READS
The Move from Primary to Secondary by Debbie Friis.
Click Here
Jo Castelino explores the importance of consistency in this blog.
Click Here
In this TES article, David Alcock explores what he means by a
hopeful education.
Click Here

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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MAY

Tr ai ni ng Ev en ts
Cl i ck Here to B ook Now
ALL EVENTS FREE

Date

Event

Author / Host

Delivery Method /
Time

Data Analysis for Performance and
Progress

Sessions for Middle Leaders about
analysing and using data from Jonathan
Chapman

TEAMS 4:45-5:45pm

24
25
26

STRE AM
This is a pre-recorded video made by a leader
or teacher working in school in our area.
These will always be launched at 4:00pm.

TEAM S
A face-to-face meeting using this
programme.
These will usually be during the school day.

www.learningpartnership.education

You will receive a link to the video at the time
stated. Once you have the link then you have
the video and you can use in your school
freely.

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Tr ai ni ng Ev en ts

J UN E

Cl i ck Here to B ook Now
ALL EVENTS FREE

Date

Event

Author / Host

Delivery Method /
Time

7

Using Divergent Thinking to enhance
creativity

Kirsten Russell

STREAM 4:00pm

8

Aspect 1 of Phase 1 Phonics

Molly Howe

STREAM 4:00pm

9

Introducing Dance to Primary Schools
Part 1

Lisa McDaid

STREAM 4:00pm

10

What is Blended Learning? Part 1

Kirsten Russell

STREAM 4:00pm

11

History for Primary Schools Part 1

Mike Monaghan

STREAM 4:00pm

Date

Event

Author / Host

Delivery Method /
Time

14

Promoting curiosity, awe & wonder
and taking risks - supporting two year
olds in their learning.

Claire Hegarty

STREAM 4:00pm

15

Strategic Partners Meeting

Jonathan Chapman

TEAMS 9:15am

15

Introducing Dance to Primary Schools
Part 2

Lisa McDaid

STREAM 4:00pm

16

What is Blended Learning? Part 2

Kirsten Russell

STREAM 4:00pm

17

History for Primary Schools Part 2

Mike Monaghan

STREAM 4:00pm

18

Assistant Headteacher Forum –
bringing Primary AHTs together for
training/development/sharing

Jonathan Chapman

TEAMS 4:00pm

Date

Event

Author / Host

Delivery Method /
Time

21

PE for Primary Schools Part 1

Alice Wilkinson

STREAM 4:00pm

22

History for Primary Schools Part 3

Mike Monaghan

STREAM 4:00pm

23

Introducing Primary Schools to
Computing Part 1

Dave Clark

STREAM 4:00pm

24

English for Primary Schools Part 1

Phil Johnson

STREAM 4:00pm

25

Head Teacher Breakfast – guest
booked to inspire Head Teachers

Jonathan Chapman

TEAMS 9:15am

TEAM S

STRE AM

A face-to-face meeting using this programme.

This is a pre-recorded video made by a leader or teacher working in
school in our area. These will always be launched at 4:00pm.

These will usually be during the school day.

You will receive a link to the video at the time stated. Once you have the
link then you have the video and you can use in your school freely.

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Tr ai ni ng Ev en ts

JUN/JUL

Cl i ck Here to B ook Now
ALL EVENTS FREE

Date

Event

Author / Host

Delivery Method /
Time

28

Music Subject Forum

Jonathan Chapman

TEAMS 3:45pm

29

PE for Primary Schools Part 2

Alice Wilkinson

STREAM 4:00pm

30

Science Subject Forum

Anna Scott

TEAMS 3:45pm

1

English for Primary Schools Part 2

Phil Johnson

STREAM 4:00pm

2

Introducing Primary Schools to
Computing Part 2

Dave Clark

STREAM 4:00pm

Date

Event

Author / Host

Delivery Method /
Time

5

ICT for Primary Schools

Mark Smith

STREAM 4:00pm

6

PE for Primary Schools Part 3

Alice Wilkinson

STREAM 4:00pm

6

Geography Subject Forum

Kris Henderson

TEAMS 3:45pm

7

English for Primary Schools Part 3

Phil Johnson

STREAM 4:00pm

8

Introducing Primary Schools to
Computing Part 3

Dave Clark

STREAM 4:00pm

9

Using Impero Effectively

Mark Smith

STREAM 4:00pm

Date

Event

Author / Host

Delivery Method /
Time

12

The GI Joe Fallacy(!)

Kirsten Russell

STREAM 4:00pm

13

Strategic Partners Meeting

Jonathan Chapman

FACE TO FACE 9:00am

13

Languages for Primary Schools Part 1

Matthew Thomas- Peter

STREAM 4:00pm

14

Languages for Primary Schools Part 2

Matthew Thomas- Peter

STREAM 4:00pm

15

Languages for Primary Schools Part 3

Matthew Thomas- Peter

STREAM 4:00pm

16

Assistant Headteacher Forum –
bringing Primary AHTs together for
training/development/sharing

Jonathan Chapman

TEAMS 4:00pm

TEAM S

STRE AM

A face-to-face meeting using this programme.

This is a pre-recorded video made by a leader or teacher working in
school in our area. These will always be launched at 4:00pm.

These will usually be during the school day.

You will receive a link to the video at the time stated. Once you have the
link then you have the video and you can use in your school freely.

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Who are we?
The School Sport
Partnership is a network
of 45 primary schools, 9
secondary schools and 1
special school.
The School Sport Partnership
is managed by the Partnership
Development Manager and currently
has seven SSCo’s (School Sport
Coordinators) that cover four clusters
of primary schools. This includes the
Longcroft Cluster.

The network was created in 2003 as part of the original School Sport Partnership Government Initiative.
10 years on and the partnership continues to thrive despite the Government funding being removed. Our
structure has been retained and adapted to provide our member schools with opportunities through the new
Government School Games Programme.

What do we do?
Each year the School Sport Coordinators provide their cluster of schools with a range of participation and
competitive opportunities that feed directly into our regional SSP finals along with next level of the Humber
School Games Programme.
Through the network the partnership
also offers teachers a selection of
training courses, whole school training,
one to one support and guidance,
school resources, coaching in schools
and additional events for both pupils
and staff.

www.learningpartnership.education

As a partnership we are committed to providing
an inclusive, varied and high quality PE and School
Sport experience

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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The challenges
to Physical
Education in
the Modern
World
The importance of daily physical activity
has been known for decades, but the
challenge we face in a world of fast food
and sedentary screen time has never
been greater. One third of children are
overweight or obese by the time they
leave primary school.
Data from Sport England’s Active Lives Children and Young People survey (‘Active Lives Children’) show that
only 17.5% of children meet the Chief Medical Officers’ guidance for how much activity children should be
doing (at least 60 minutes every day), and stubborn inequalities remain; children from some Black, Asian and
minority ethnic (BAME) groups and poorer backgrounds are less active, and so are girls. Shockingly, the gender
gap starts at just five years old. Too many
children are losing confidence, understanding
and enjoyment of sport as they progress
through secondary school, with activity levels
decreasing throughout education.

LONGER READS
Government Briefing on Physical Education, Physical
Activity and Sport In Schools
Click Here
Alan Dunstan on the Future of PE after Covid
Click Here
‘Three Pillars of Vocabulary Teaching’
by Alex Quigley
Alex distils the wealth of research around vocabulary
development into consistent pillars of practice that are
best bets for supporting and super-charging vocabulary
development.
Click Here

Physical activity is a key part of developing
a healthy lifestyle and plays an important
role in maintaining a healthy weight. The
Government has set out their Childhood
Obesity Plan, setting a bold ambition to halve
childhood obesity by 2030 and significantly
reduce the gap in obesity between children
from the most and least deprived areas by
2030. This plan will build on other measures
to further support schools to create
environments which encourage pupils to lead
healthy, active lifestyles.
The importance of physical activity in
promoting children and young people’s
mental wellbeing is equally clear; one in
eight 5-to-19 year olds has at least one
Continued P11

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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mental disorder. Physical and
mental health are inextricably
linked; numerous studies
confirm a positive association
between physical activity
and increased self-esteem,
emotional wellbeing and future
aspirations, and physical activity
is also associated with lower
levels of anxiety and depression.
Active Lives Children data
show us that children who are
physically literate are happier,
more resilient and more trusting
of their peers, and we need
to ensure that the importance
of physical activity for mental
wellbeing is recognised and
understood by all young people.
Schools play an important
role in young people’s lives,
and it is important that they
are supported to provide high
quality, modern PE lessons
that engage young people
as well as opportunities for
them to be active throughout
the school day. We must
ensure that teachers have the
knowledge and skills they need
to teach PE effectively, support
primary schools to make use
of PE specialists, help schools
to protect PE time and build
physical activity into the school
day to help stem the drop-off in
activity by older pupils.

The future of PE;
How will it look?
LAUREN WESTON
Director of Sport | Great British AG Triathlete | NLP Coach
This unique and unprecedented time of COVID-19 has allowed
Educators to pause and reflect. Many teachers have had to rapidly
upskill themselves in IT programmes and systems whilst adapting their
Curriculums to maximise learning for pupils online.
For PE, we have seen the introduction of Joe Wicks, the UKs new
National PE Teacher, and have certainly had our creative skills
stretched to consider how we can provide
Online PE provision which stretches beyond Fitness (one small PE
unit of many). Whilst Joe Wicks has been an outstanding role model
and provides free online youtube videos perfect for non-specialist PE
teachers, as Alan Dunstan quite rightly said (see article link below), the
“Education” in PE is currently missing.

LISTENS
James Crane talks to John
Fuller about how we can
pre-empt poor behaviour and
avoid confrontations.
Click Here

Physical Education is a unique subject which develops pupils’
resilience, courage and collaborative skills, just to name a few. Inquiry
based learning for pupils online is presently obsolete and minimal
assessment or differentiation is considered in many of the free online
PE resources. The majority of Heads of PE which I have spoken to
of late are prioritising the goal of “Keeping children online active for
as long as possible”, which is, of course, a key ingredient to any PE
lesson. However, some creative curriculum reforms may be necessary
for when pupils return to school to re-embed the other necessities
of Outstanding PE. What will be interesting, is to see how traditional
Games-dominated PE Curriculum’s may look in the immediate future.
Continued P12
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Some poignant questions surrounding Curriculum reform which prove interesting for debate include;

∞

Will England start to follow a health-based PE curriculum, similarly to Canada and America as a predominant
focus targeting rising obesity levels in children.

∞

Will each individual have their own PE equipment - what will this include?

∞

Can we still have Competitive sport in the future? will Athletics, Gymnastics and Swimming become more of
a focus to allow for social distancing?

∞

Can PE teachers pre-record their Lessons for future supply lessons to ensure the provision for PE is
consistently high?

COVID-19 has created an exciting time in Education to pause and reassess the positives and negatives of our
now PE Curriculum. Many pupils do thrive off of team games, however, whilst the immediate future of PE may
look slightly different, it is a great opportunity for Physical Educators to challenge themselves to think creativity
about how they can best continue to embed the “Education” into PE whilst encouraging pupils to re-focus on
having a healthy body, which will, inevitably, lead to a healthier mind.
The Future of PE (Alan Dunstan);
https://medium.com/@alanrjdunstan/the-future-of-physical-education-after-covid-19-ab602f0d0579

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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The Benefits of Physical Education For All
It is clear that one subject
that may have suffered
more than most due to
the restrictions placed on
us due to Covid has been
Physical Education.

Teaches Self Discipline

Stress Reduction

Physical Education in school is
one of the most powerful ways
to assist with present and future
health issues for our pupils –
both mentally and physically.
Here are just a few benefits:

Most people see PE as a way to
ensure that students are kept
physically healthy – but it also
teaches them many lessons
which can be converted into
real-life scenarios when they
grow up. Self-discipline is one
of the most important skills to
have – especially when revising
for exams and working full time
as an adult. Physical Education
helps to teach this.

Everyone knows that education,
lessons and exams can cause
mass amounts of the stress
of students of a certain age –
especially in secondary school.
Encouraging fun in sportsrelated environments can help
to give them a break from the
school-related stress that they
may be feeling throughout the
day and give them a fun and
healthy outlet for this.

Improved Physical
Fitness

Improves leadership
skills and goal setting

Respect

As the most prominent and
obvious benefit – the use of
physical activities throughout the
curriculum help to improve our
student’s overall current physical
fitness. Ensuring that children are
physically fit from a young age
can help prevent future health
issues such as diabetes, heart
disease, asthma and high blood
pressure – so it is important to
create healthy habits early on
within our pupil’s lives.

Alike to self-discipline, it is
extremely important to teach
our pupils good leadership skills
to prepare them for their future
in the world of work. Allocating
team captains for sports can
help pupils learn to work with
small groups and assist them to
complete a common task (for
example, score a goal). This is
the same for other important
skills such as communication,
goal setting and working as a
team.

www.learningpartnership.education

Finally, one of the most
important benefits of Physical
Education is teaching our
students respect. This includes
respect for their personal
physical and mental health
– as well as respect for
our classmates/teammates
which can be reciprocated
in other social and working
environments.

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Who are we?
The SSP brings together schools across half of
the East Riding to develop PE and School Sport.
The Partnership has been in place since 2005
and consists of secondary schools, primary
schools, infant schools and special schools.
The Partnership’s overall vision is to provide
a strong network of schools and partners to
provide sporting opportunities for all; this is
done by offering a comprehensive menu of
activities and support to schools and tailoring
support to schools on an individual and cluster
basis.
Working in Partnership with the Youth Sport
Trust, East Riding of Yorkshire Council,
National Governing Bodies of Sport and the
Humber Sports Partnership we are committed
to increasing levels of participation in PE,
competition and extracurricular activities for
young people.

www.learningpartnership.education

What do we do?
Through the network the partnership offers teachers a
selection of training courses, whole school training, one to
one support and guidance, school resources, and coaching
in schools.

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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Please do get in touch if you have any specific training needs or, better still, if
you want to be a part of this! We’re all in this together and the East Riding has a
huge wealth of experience that we should all be learning from, together!
Why look further afield!?!?

Our Partners

Pocklington
Community
Junior
School

www.learningpartnership.education

jchapman@learningpartnership.education

@thewonderlp
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